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MISG - Helping industry using mathematics
Each year, industries propose problems to the mathematics community that they would like
assistance with solving. Due to the nature of MISG-SA, the �ndings of the problems need to
be publishable as Technical Reports to the industry sector and also as peer-reviewed
academic journals.

Please �nd some additional information about our Organisers, Funders, and some of our
previous MISG-SA research projects here.

How can mathematics help to explain why lakes
sometimes erupt?
In this MISG-SA problem, researchers looked at how mathematics can be used to explain
why, sometimes, lakes  explode or erupt. This unusual phenomenon can have deadly
consequences for the surrounding people and livestock that live and rely on the lake for their
livelihood. This eruption phenomenon involves a very particular set of circumstances, and
researchers of the Study Group looked at whether mathematics could shed any light on why
these eruptions happen.

Lake Kivu is one of three lakes in Africa which experiences these explosive eruptions because
gas gets trapped at the bottom of the lake. This gas then bubbles up through the water in the
lake because of nearby volcanic activity. An immense amount of pressure builds up in the
water, causing the explosions. The researchers look  closely at the lake (e.g. water
temperature, depth, etc.) to try and understand why this particular combination causes such
devastating explosive eruptions
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At the MISG-SA, we put together a panel of experts to explain more how mathematics can be
used to solve this problem. You can listen to the panel explain how the di�erent layers within
the lake's water were measured to explain why these explosive eruptions might occur.

Listen to our MISG podcast on the Lake Kivu project here, and please share it with others.
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